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Source Encodement of the Golden Light Language

Through the beginning of time the Illuminated ones have acted as guardians but a tempting force came down upon them forcing out the shining light, dimming the golden brightness, causing the cycles of darkness and plight. Now these cycles come to an end as the awakened ones take back their light, their power of shining might, lighted guardians stand strong again. You are your own sentinels of time, so take back your light with its brightest might. The age of darkness comes to its realistic end. Illumination of life’s creation is upon you again, this is cause for joy and jubilation of ending tribulations. Truth standing high in your skies, proof of all that was once hidden now being revealed for healing. As through the light of soul consciousness, the awakened source code holders now appear, never to disappear again in the veils of forgotten time. Guardians stand firm and strong, your light keys at hand to shine the highest light upon the newly awakened world of truth. This is your message of source encodecment.